Abstract

In the first part of this presentation, I present a very brief historical overview of three schools in linguistics (structuralism; generative linguistics; usage based linguistics) and psychology (behaviorism, first-wave cognitive psychology, second-wave neural-network psychology). Currently, there is an increasing awareness in linguistics that theories (providing so-called proximate explanations) must match meta-theories (providing ultimate explanations), in particular Darwinian thinking and Complex Adaptive Systems. The purpose of this overview is to give young researchers some ‘beacons’ to help them make sense of the immense literature in linguistics and philosophy of science.

In the second part of the presentation, I will address some questions concerning the explanation of individual differences in language use, language acquisition, and general cognitive functions (e.g., working memory and executive functions). In the light of Darwinian thinking and Language as a Complex Adaptive System, unequal frequency distributions of linguistic elements in language production constitute a necessary and defining characteristic of language use and language acquisition, which impact on individual differences. I argue that these differences emerge differently in the spoken vernacular and in the written standard language. Explaining individual differences also implies explaining commonalities (cognition shared by people) (Hulstijn, 2015). From a usage-based perspective, this means that the empirical domain of a theory of language acquisition and language use consists of observations of language production and language understanding/comprehension, more so than of observed grammaticality judgments. I will then address the crucial question to what extent, and with which methodological tools, we can establish the content and boundaries of shared linguistic cognition, in a population of language users as well as in individual language users, given the assumption (of usage-based linguistics and neural-network psychology) that cognition is fundamentally probabilistic.
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